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be one's own army leader and engage successfully in the
struggle for existence both without and within, achieving a
relatively secure condition of peace, without possessing a
X conscious Weltanschauung] though one cannot do this
without an attitude. We can only properly speak of a Weltan-
schauung when a person has at least made a serious attempt
to formulate his attitude conceptually or visibly, that is,
when it becomes quite clear to him why and to what purpose
he behaves and lives as he does. But of what use is a Weltan-
schauung, you will ask in astonishment, if one can get on just
as well without it ? But you might just as well ask why
have consciousness, if one can do without it ? For after all
what is Weltanschauung but a widened or deepened conscious-
ness ? The reason why consciousness exists, and why there
is an urge to widen and deepen it is a very simple one. Without
consciousness things go less well. This is obviously the reason
why mother Nature has allowed consciousness, that most
remarkable of all nature's curiosities, to be produced. The
well-nigh unconscious primitive can adapt and can make his
power felt, but only in his primitive world. Accordingly he
falls victim to countless dangers which we on a higher level
of consciousness escape without effort. True, a higher con-
sciousness is exposed to dangers undreamed of by theprimitive;
but the fact remains, that conscious, and not unconscious man
has conquered the earth. Whether 'in the last analysis, and
from a superhuman view-point, this is an advantage or other-
wise we are not in a position to decide.
Higher consciousness determines Weltanschauung, Every
increase in experience and knowledge, means a further step
in the development of Weltanschauung. And with the image
the thinking man makes of the world, he also changes himself.
The man whose sun still moves round the earth is essentially
different from the man whose earth is a satellite of the sun.
Not in vain was it that Giordano Bruno's immortal thought
represents one of the most important beginnings of modern
consciousness. The man whose cosmos hangs in the empyrean

